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TEACHER’S GUIDE

Mark Janssen

Stop! Monsters!
(Lemniscaat)

Two sisters set out to get rid of a load of
rubbish: a cargo bike full of scrap iron. But
along the way, they are stopped by Big
Scary Monsters.
What could these gruesome creatures
want?
Can the girls avoid getting snatched up in
their claws?
Find out in the funny and scary book Stop!
Monsters! which contains just one word:
STOP!
Open the book and look at all the rubbish
the two girls have with them: pots and pans,
a stove, gears, a saw, nails, a bicycle, a
metal chain…
Turn over the first page. There’s the first monster. “Stop!” he says, and points a finger. They have
to pay first before they can continue on! What does the monster want?
THE FIRST MONSTER’S PRICE IS FAIR:
A NECKLACE MADE FROM KITCHENWARE
Look at the page on which the first monster is wearing the necklace made from kitchenware. The
girls have given him all their pots and pans. Together with the metal wire, it has become a pretty
necklace. You can use pots and pans to do other things, too. Suggestions:
Make music
Turn the pots and pans upside down and use them as musical instruments.
• Hit them!
• Hit the pots and pans with kitchen utensils.
• Beat out a rhythm and let someone else copy that rhythm precisely.
• Ask someone to close their eyes and listen well. Hit one of the pots or pans. The other
person opens their eyes and tries to hit the same pot or pan.
Target practice
Stand some distance away from the pots and pans and throw things into them, like wads of paper,
caps or buttons. Place the pots and pans at different distances and put numbered cards next to them.
The closest pot or pan gets the lowest number and the one farthest away gets the highest number.
Aim objects into the pots and pans and count the points.
Variation: use a ladle. Put the object you’re throwing in the ladle and then swing the ladle to launch
the object into the pots and pans.
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Hiding stuff
Place the pots and pans upside down. Hide an iron object under them, like a nail or screw.
• Let the children see where you hide the object. Then shuffle the order of the pots and pans
by moving them around. The children follow the pot or pan with the object under it with
their eyes. Stop shuffling. Where is the object?
• Hide the object. Let a child look under the pots and pans. How many tries does it take to
find the object? Play the game again and try to find the object quicker than last time.
THE SECOND MONSTER WILL LET YOU GO
IF YOU GIVE HIM A STOVE ON WHICH TO BLOW!
Open the book Stop! Monsters! to the page with the second monster. The monster points at the
stove. What does he do with it?
Tip: make your own old-fashioned stove or look for a picture of one to enable the following
activities.
You can do other things with a stove, too.
Suggestions:
A saxophone
Use the stove as a saxophone. Bring a real saxophone or look at one on the internet. Compare the
saxophone to the stove. What are the differences and similarities between them? Find some nice
music with a saxophone in it. Pick up the stove and pretend you’re playing on it.
To blow through
The monster is blowing through the stove. What else can you blow through or on? Discover things
to blow on.
• Get a balloon and blow it up. Outline a course with chairs and marker cones. Put a low,
empty bucket or tub at the end. The children try to blow the balloon through the course,
going under and around the cones. At the end, they try to get the balloon into the bucket.
• Place a tuft of cotton on a smooth table. Divide the table in two by pasting a line of tape
across the middle. Two players each take a straw. When the cotton tuft is in their half, they
are allowed to blow against it. They each try to get the cotton into the opponent’s goal. The
opponent defends his goal by blowing too.
• Place a toy car on the ground and lie down behind it. Take a party blower and blow on it.
Make sure the paper roll hits the car, pushing it forward. Mark how far the car went and put
it back in its starting position. Let the children take turns. Who can make the car go furthest?
A stove on which to blow
The monster will let you go if you give him a stove on which to blow. Let’s rhyme together!
Rhyme with the following words: stove, smoke, child, steam, big, hot.
MONSTER THREE SHOUTS WITH GLEE
ARE THOSE GLASSES MEANT FOR ME?
Look at the third monster in the book Stop! Monsters! This monster has taken the bicycle. He is
wearing it like a pair of glasses.
You can use a bicycle to do other things, too.
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Suggestions:
As a tent
Set the bike up so that it doesn’t fall over easily, for example by wedging it between chairs or by
using the carrier straps to tie the bicycle to something. Drape a sheet over the bike to make it into a
tent. Crawl inside, you’ll see it’s nice and cosy!
As a wheel of fortune
Turn the bike upside down. Attach spoke beads to the spokes of one wheel. Cut an arrow out of a
bit of paper and stick it to the wheel’s axle (in the middle). Spin the wheel and wait till it stops
turning. What colour is the arrow pointing at? Have the children find an object that has that colour
and put it next to the bike. Spin again.
Variation: hold a competition. Look at the colour that the arrow is pointing at and have the children
find an object as quickly as possible. The first one to get back to the bike with an object wins a
point. Continue in this way.
As a loom
Decorate the wheels of the bike by weaving coloured strips of cloth through the spokes.
MONSTER FOUR IS SATISFIED
WITH AN EARRING ON EACH SIDE
Look for the fourth monster in the book Stop! Monsters! This monster is wearing earrings made of
gears and saws.
You can do other things with hardware (gears, nuts, bolts, screws, nails), too.
Suggestions:
Mirroring
Create shapes out of bits of hardware and let someone else mirror them. Use a mirror if necessary to
make it easier.
A guide through a maze
Set up a sturdy piece of cardboard or plastic. Draw a maze on a piece of paper and stick it on one
side of the divider. Two children sit down on opposite sides. The child on the side of the maze has a
nail and the other one has a magnet. They hold the magnet and the nail against the divider at the
starting point of the maze. The magnet attracts the nail, causing it to remain in place when released.
The child on the side of the nail can see the path through the maze. The child with the magnet
moves the magnet to lead it through the maze. (S)he does this by following the instructions given
by the child on the other side. After all, that child can see the maze.
To draw around
Take two gears and place them on a sheet of drawing paper. Think of something to draw around
them. The gears are part of the drawing. For example, they could be the wheels of a vehicle, an
animal’s eyes or a monster’s earrings!
Treasures
Hide bits of hardware in a tray under a thin layer of sand. Find the items by moving a magnet over
the sand. Collect the treasures you have found in a container.
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HERE’S MONSTER FIVE. HIS BIG LIPS CURL.
WHAT HE GETS IS… A LITTLE GIRL!
Look in Stop! Monsters! to see what monster number five is pointing at. Do you think he’ll really
take the girl?
Play a game of catch. Choose someone to be the monster. The monster stands in the middle of the
room. The other children all stand on one side. When the monster roars, they all run to the other
side. The monster tries to catch them. When they reach the other side, the children are safe.
Does monster number five really want the girl? Let’s have a look to see what the monster got. IT’S
A CARGO BIKE!!
Lesson suggestions written by Anke van Boxmeer and Els van Dijck
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